Ice Cream Flavors - Word Search

Chocolate, vanilla and fudge are some of the ice cream flavors you may find in this word search game. The words in this word search are hidden across and down, with no backwards.

C O F F E E B N A R
W V A N I L L A T P
A M C B A N A N A E
L A O F P E C A N A
N N C U K E K I O C
U G O D E U B R I H
T O N G R E E S E S
B L U E B E R R Y E
L E T C H E R R Y A
M O C H A U Y U A I

BANANA   CHERRY   FUDGE   PEACH   VANILLA
BLACKBERRY COCONUT MANGO PECAN WALNUT
BLUEBERRY  COFFEE MOCHA REESES
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